THE    TRAIL    BACK
of Tutiak when, Gibson having ordered him to remain at the
Post until his lip was cured and his fever down, he had gone
defiantly off to his hunting-ground and his people.
As my eye went back to the half-civilized Eskimos who stood
with their telescopes beside me, I realized that it was not of
them I had been thinking, but of those strangers, the Tomiaks,
who had appeared from inland at Perry River a few days be-
fore, accomplished their annual trading, and disappeared again
intb this inland country that was their own. Like the Arvilig-
juarmiut, the Tomiaks were uncontaminated, though of the
Mainland and not of the islands. My companions of this night
were of a different stamp. Their concern was not with the land,
but exclusively with the chase, and a sudden grunt from one and
then another was the signal that the caribou had been spotted.
The animals were visible now everywhere over the plain; not
in a thick and countless herd, but in a hundred clusters of four
or five on every side. These peaceful invaders were all female,
come here to drop their young and then resume the northward
march in a day or two, when their males would have come up
to join them. As we looked on, more of them filled the shallow
valleys, and my Eskimos, content, folded their telescopes, went
back to the sleds for their guns, and vanished into the landscape.
One by one I watched them disappear while this eerie light
that was not light swallowed them up. The glow over the earth
penetrated the soul and filled it with a sort of exaltation. It was
less properly light than atmosphere. It was not light because it
struck no object with its strength but merely lay over the world,
laved it, suggested itself subtly and indirectly. The sun's rim
was on the horizon, but it seemed not to be rays from the sub
that brought this light; it was self-created, mysterious, univers-
ally present without a source of radiation. The whole land lay
bathed in it: it was no less present in the valleys than elsewhere,
and the earth was shadowless. When I watched the Eskimos go
off, brown against the brown earth, my eyes could not follow
them; and if I took my eyes from them they vanished. The
caribou, too, appeared and reappeared like this, despite their
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